INTRODUCTION
============

HU protein (histone-like protein from *Escherichia coli* strain U93) is one of the most abundant proteins in bacterial nucleoids and plays an important architectural role ([@B1; @B2; @B3]). Two 9.5-kDa variants of HU exist in *E. coli*, α and β, which can constitute homodimers (HU-α2 and HU-β2) or heterodimers (HU-αβ). The heterodimer is the major form of HU in *E. coli* ([@B4]). *In vivo* HU concentrations vary between a high level of 30 000 copies per cell in exponential phase and a low level of 7500 in stationary phase ([@B5],[@B6]). HU binds to DNA in a largely sequence-independent manner generating dynamically bent DNA. Co-crystal structures of HU--DNA showed that binding and DNA distortion involve formation of two sharp kinks in the DNA spaced by 9 bp, generated by insertions of prolines located at the ends of two β-ribbon arms of HU that reside in the DNA minor groove ([@B7],[@B8]). The bends in DNA induced by HU binding have been measured to be from 53° to more than 140° in the DNA as assayed by X-ray crystallography, gel electrophoresis, DNA cyclization, atomic force microscopy and Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), and are thought to be relatively flexible ([@B7],[@B9; @B10; @B11; @B12; @B13; @B14; @B15]).

The high levels of HU *in vivo* combined with its sequence-independent binding and bending activities are consistent with HU having an important architectural role in chromosome compaction. In support of this, 4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained nucleoids of *hupAB* mutant strains of *E. coli* and *Salmonella* are unfolded, and DNA supercoiling density is reduced ([@B16; @B17; @B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22]). Numerous studies have also demonstrated HU to be an important accessory factor in DNA replication, transcription, and recombination processes ([@B1],[@B6],[@B17],[@B23],[@B24]).

Estimates of the equilibrium constant (*K*~d~) for non-specific binding of HU to DNA vary widely, having been estimated to range up to 29 µM, depending on the dimeric variety of HU and experimental conditions ([@B25; @B26; @B27]). HU has also been observed to bind with much higher affinity to certain types of structured DNA molecules, such as nicked, bent, gapped, three- or four-way junction, or AT-rich DNA. The *K*~d~ of specific binding to these DNA structures were found to be between 10 and \>10^5^ times higher than non-specific binding ([@B8],[@B10],[@B26],[@B28; @B29; @B30]).

Three groups have used single-DNA stretching experiments to analyze HU--DNA interactions ([@B13],[@B31],[@B32]). In such experiments, tethered 10--50 kb DNAs are put under controlled forces and their mechanical response is studied. These types of experiments are sensitive to binding of proteins to the double helix if those proteins distort DNA, and are capable of observing kinetics of binding in response to changes in bulk solution conditions. Single-DNA stretching experiments all observed that low concentrations (below 100 nM) of HU caused a compaction effect, i.e. a reduction in extension of the DNA--protein complex at a given force, relative to the extension of naked DNA ([@B13],[@B32],[@B33]). However, at higher HU concentrations, a second 'mode' of binding was observed, namely the abrogation of bending ([@B12]) and a stiffening ('rigid filament') behavior ([@B13],[@B32]). The stiffening behavior is thought to be a result of tandem binding of HU molecules along the double helix, and it is intriguing since it is contradictory to the presumed chromosome-compaction function of HU ([@B34]). However, it is important to note that the HU to DNA ratio for the stiffening binding mode was roughly one dimer per tens of bp, higher than the cellular level of one dimer per 300 bp ([@B5],[@B9],[@B35]).

In order to reconcile the wide variations of observed structure and affinity of HU for DNA, distinct modes of binding have been proposed. At least three modes classified by binding constants and binding enthalpies for a moderate concentration of salt (150 mM Na^+^) and relatively low temperature (15°C) were observed in a recent study, using a combination of isothermal calorimetry and FRET techniques. It was suggested that at low HU/DNA molar ratio a non-cooperative 34 bp mode involves DNA bending, whereas higher HU/DNA drives binding from a 34- to a 10- to a 6-bp mode, leading to stiffening ([@B25]).

We became interested in the role played by salt concentration in selecting binding modes and controlling affinity of HU for DNA, since single-DNA studies had observed the stiffening of DNA by HU at salt concentrations appreciably below the 100--200 mM salt levels considered physiologically relevant to *E. coli* ([@B36]). More specifically, experiments of van Noort *et al.* were done at 60 mM KCl ([@B13]), while experiments of Skoko *et al.* were done in 40 mM NaCl ([@B32]). Intriguingly, experiments of Schnurr *et al.* on *Bacillus stearothermophilus* (Bst) HU (BstHU) in 100 mM NaCl suggest a less dominant stiffening function, although it is clear from those studies that BstHU has a much higher affinity for DNA than does *E. coli* HU ([@B31]). Evidence for strong dependence of the strength of non-specific HU--DNA interactions (*K*~d~ values) on salt concentration also can be found in the biochemical literature ([@B1],[@B37],[@B38]). Studies on binding sites ranging from 9 to 42 bp in length have been done under a variety of salt conditions with a wide range of results ([@B14],[@B27]).

Intertwined with questions of the role of salt is that of the stability of HU--DNA complexes. The HU in exponentially growing cells is sufficient to bind ∼8% of the *E. coli* chromosome, which can divide every 20 min, suggesting that kinetic repartitioning of HU on DNA may occur. The only previous report on unbinding kinetics for molecules in bulk solution was based on a plasmid-linking-number assay for studying the competitive partition of HU between linear and supercoiled DNA molecules ([@B16]), a process potentially distinct from simple dissociation of HU from DNA. Previous single-DNA studies have noted that dissociation of HU--DNA complexes is very slow ([@B32]), and indeed that 'exchange' of protein to bulk DNA fragments occurs much more rapidly ([@B32]); however, systematic studies of dissociation kinetics have not been done.

Dissociation of protein from DNA *in vivo* potentially can be influenced by other physical factors including force ([@B39],[@B40]). Force has been observed to alter dissociation rates of ligands from receptors ([@B41; @B42; @B43]), and DNA unwinding activity of hRPA protein ([@B44]). Whether or not force can drive bound HU or IHF from DNA has been discussed ([@B13],[@B45]), but no experiment has clearly demonstrated force-dependent affinity of a DNA-binding protein.

In this report, we use single-DNA pulling by magnetic tweezers as a tool to study the dependence of HU--DNA interactions on force, salt and HU concentration. Our primary method is the use of real-time monitoring of DNA condensation by HU to assay binding of the protein. We used this to track dissociation of HU--DNA complexes, and to ascertain the dependence of unbinding kinetics on HU concentration, applied tension and univalent salt level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Protein expression and purification
-----------------------------------

Heterodimeric HU was purified from RJ5814 (*ihfB::cat fis::kan-767 endA*::Tn*10 his ilv* λ*cI857 N^+^* containing pPL-*hupAB* from R. McMacken) by a protocol involving cation exchange chromatography on SP-Sepharose and FPLC mono S followed by FPLC gel filtration through Superose 75 (GE Healthcare LifeSciences) ([@B32]).

Manipulation of HU--DNA complexes with magnetic tweezers
--------------------------------------------------------

A 48.5-kb λ DNA (Promega, Madison, WI) was end-labeled with biotin and digoxygenin as previously described ([@B46]). Labeled λ DNA was incubated with 2.8-µm diameter streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabeads M-280, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) in Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min. Then the bead-DNA constructs were injected into a flow cell and tethered to a piece of anti-digoxygenin (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN) coated cover glass ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Figure 1.Experimental configuration. (**A**) Schematic of magnetic tweezers setup. DNAs end-labeled with biotin and digoxygenin were attached to paramagnetic microbeads through biotin-streptavidin cross-linkers. Then the bead-DNA constructs were adhered to a piece glass slide on a flow cell by digoxygenin-antibody linkage. The images were magnified and tracked by a piezo controlled 100× objective, and captured by a CCD camera. The bead was manipulated by motor-driven permanent magnets near the flow cell. The solution inside the flow cell could be changed, allowing HU--DNA association and dissociation to be controlled. (**B**) DNA after HU binding. The extension of the HU--DNA complex (*L*~bound~) was shorter than the original naked DNA length (*L*~naked~) due to bending of DNA by the proteins. The difference of *L*~naked~ and *L*~bound~ was denoted by Δ*L* and taken as an indicator of amount of protein bound. During protein dissociation experiments, the time *t~0.9~* for the extension to return 90% of the way back to *L*~naked~ (to the level *L*~0.9~), was used to measure the complex dissociation lifetimes.

Vertical magnetic tweezers (MT) were constructed based on previous systems with slight modification ([@B32],[@B47],[@B48]). A 100× 1.4 NA microscope objective was used to image the magnetic beads. Four cubic NdFeB magnets (0.5′ × 0.5′ × 0.5′, K&J Magnetics Inc., Jamison, PA) were mounted on a stepper-motor-driven translator, producing a variable magnetic field gradient near the microscope stage. A computer program written in Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX) controlled the movements of the magnets, tracked transverse motions of the bead, and measured vertical bead position using a focusing algorithm. The transverse motion was captured by a digital camera (PL-741, Pixelink, Ottawa, ON) and real time images were analyzed to calculate the force according to a fluctuation technique ([@B49]). Briefly, the paramagnetic bead tethered to a single DNA ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) can be considered to be a pendulum of extension *z*. For extensions greater than half of the DNA contour length, the applied force is determined by where *k~B~* is Boltzmann's constant, and *T* is the absolute temperature, and (*x^2^* + *y^2^*) is the mean square displacement of the bead in the *x--y* plane.

The force between the bead and permanent magnets stretched the DNA whose extension was measured using a piezoelectric objective positioner (NV40/1, PiezoSystem Jena, Hopedale, MA) and automated focus software written in Labview. The force (*f*) and extension (*L*) relationship was calibrated and compared with the established mechanical properties of single DNA . Here, *L*~0~ is the contour length of DNA, *A* = ∼50 nm is the persistence length of a single DNA ([@B50]). All experiments were carried out at a temperature of 25°C (298 K), with temperature held at that value using an objective ring heater (OHXX, 20/20 Technologies, Wilmington, NC).

Force-extension measurements
----------------------------

Once a single DNA tether was confirmed, the PBS in the flow cell was substituted with working buffers which contained 20 mM HEPES, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, plus from 40 mM to 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. During solution exchanges, the force applied to the DNA tether was held at ∼2 pN to prevent it from sticking to the cover glass. For experiments with HU, force-extension curves were measured at successively higher concentrations, with 30 min incubation done before each measurement. Extension of the DNA at a given force (from 0.05 to 6.0 pN) was measured in the working buffer and HU solutions with attention paid to making sure the DNA--protein complex length had stabilized before each extension measurement.

HU dissociation to protein-free solution
----------------------------------------

After the force-extension measurements, the HU solution was washed away in about 1 min by 300 µl working buffer, which was 5× the volume of the flow cell (∼60 µl). Immediately following the wash, the extension was continuously monitored with the force held at either 0.1 or 0.3 pN. If the HU concentration was more than 500 nM, the flow cell was washed again with 200 µl buffer after 1 hour. As dissociation occurred, the extension of the HU--DNA complex was observed to gradually return to its naked DNA level, by smooth but non-exponential dynamics.

For 150 and 200 mM NaCl buffers, the average extensions of HU--DNA complexes were shorter than those of the naked DNAs. To define a dissociation time we used the extension difference between the bound state extension and the original extension of the naked DNA (Δ*L= L*~naked~ -- *L*~bound~). The time *t*~0.9~, at which the extension returned 90% of the way back to *L*~naked~, i.e. where the extension returned to , was taken to be the dissociation time ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). We used *t*~0.9~ instead of *t*~0.5~ (50% length recovery) because *t*~0.5~ had a smaller signal to noise ratio, due to the length differences being 1--4 µm while thermal fluctuation was ∼1 µm.

For HU concentration greater than 150 nM in the 100 mM NaCl buffer, when rigid filaments formed, *L*~bound~ was defined to be the minimum extension of the HU--DNA complex that appeared in the dissociation process.

RESULTS
=======

HU displays 'bimodal' DNA compaction and stiffening at or below 100 mM NaCl
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Force-extension measurements (see Materials and methods section) for naked λ DNA were first performed in buffer containing a given amount of NaCl. No hysteresis (different extensions as force was increased or decreased) was observed in the extension as a function of force for any NaCl concentration. Then, buffer containing a given HU concentration was added and force-extension curves were again obtained. This procedure was repeated in separate experiments for each combination of HU (25--1000 nM) and NaCl (40--300 mM) concentrations studied.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B shows the end-to-end extension of the DNA--protein complexes as a function of HU concentration, for a series of fixed forces indicated to the right of the panels. For each force, the extension of naked DNA is indicated by a dashed line. For solutions in which the NaCl concentration was less than or equal to 100 mM, both compaction and elongation were observed as indicated by the non-monotonic behavior of DNA extension versus HU concentration, in accord with previous reports ([@B13],[@B32]). Extensions of HU--DNA were shorter than that of naked DNA if the HU concentrations were less than or equal to 100 nM, indicating the formation of flexible hinges ([@B51]). The maximum compaction occurred for ∼50 nM HU, close to previous reports ([@B13],[@B32]). The difference between HU--DNA and naked DNA shrank ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B, dotted lines) as force was increased. At 0.1 pN force, the maximum compaction ratio was 53% for 40 mM, and 49% for 100 mM NaCl. On the other hand, the extension became longer than that of naked DNA if the HU concentration was increased to 250 nM or more, indicating the presence of rigid filaments. Figure 2.Dependence of DNA extension on force, salt and HU concentration. Dashed lines show extension of naked DNA under corresponding forces. Each experimental data point, presented as the mean value, was obtained from 6--10 measurements. (**A**) Bimodal binding of HU and single λ-DNA in 40 mM NaCl buffer. Compaction was observed for HU concentrations \< 100 nM and was maximum at ∼50 nM HU. From 50 nM to higher concentrations, the extension increased gradually and could become longer than 0 nM HU, indicating the formation of rigid filaments. (**B**) Bimodal binding as in A, for 100 mM NaCl. Essentially the same dependence of binding mode on HU concentration was observed as for 40 mM NaCl. (**C**) Unimodal binding in 150 mM NaCl buffer. As the HU concentration was increased, the extension decreased with concentration to the maximum concentration studied of ∼1000 nM HU. No rigid filament stiffening effect was observed. (**D**) No binding was detectable through extension changes in 300 mM NaCl buffer. Extension remained unchanged relative to that of naked DNA for all HU concentrations and applied forces studied.

The DNA extensions for 40 and 100 mM NaCl can also be plotted as a function of force as shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and B, and show the behavior observed previously ([@B13],[@B32]); low concentrations of HU (100 nM and below) shift the force extension curve to higher forces (formation of flexible bends), while larger concentrations (250 nM or above) lead to a shift of the force-extension curve back to lower forces (formation of rigid filaments). Overall the bimodal binding behavior we observe is in good accord with previous reports ([@B13],[@B32]). Figure 3.Force-extension curves of HU--DNA complexes. Each data point represents the average of 6--10 measurements. (**A**) HU-dependence of force-extension curve of a λ-DNA in 40 mM NaCl buffer. Force-extension curve shifted to higher force if the added HU concentration was \<250 nM, signifying the formation of flexible hinges. The curve moved to lower force if HU was \>250 nM, exhibiting the formation of rigid filaments. (**B**) HU-dependence of force-extension curve as in A, for 100 mM NaCl. The same 'bimodal' behavior was observed as in 40 mM NaCl. (**C**) Extension in 150 mM NaCl buffer. Force-extension curve continuously shifted to lower force as the HU concentration increased. (**D**) Force-extension remained unchanged for all HU concentrations in 300 mM NaCl.

HU only compacts DNA for NaCl between 150 and 200 mM
----------------------------------------------------

We next carried out experiments at a higher, more physiological NaCl concentration of 150 mM ([@B26],[@B36]), with the surprising result that the shifts of extension of λ DNA became monotonic with HU concentration ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C), showing a progressive reduction of extension as HU concentration was raised. No stiffening effect (non-monotonic behavior of extension versus concentration as in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B) was observed. Similar behavior was observed for 200 mM NaCl. The maximum compaction ratio at 0.1 pN in 150 mM NaCl was 49%, similar to those for 100 and 40 mM. Correspondingly, force-extension curves always shifted to lower force for HU concentration ranging from 25 to 1000 nM ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C, compare concentration ordering of curves to that of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and B).

In repeated experiments we verified the surprising result that the small change in salt concentration from 100 to 150 mM drastically changed the character of HU--DNA binding, particularly at higher HU concentrations.

DNA compaction is eliminated for 300 mM or greater NaCl
-------------------------------------------------------

In experiments with 300 mM NaCl concentration, no change in the extension versus HU concentration was observed ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D), indicating that binding of HU to DNA no longer occurred, or possibly that HU was binding but no longer bending DNA. Force-extension curves at each HU concentration matched those of naked DNA, indicating that neither flexible hinge bends nor the rigid filaments could form ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D). To sum up the observations to this point, we observed that at low salt (40 and 100 mM NaCl) both flexible hinge bending and stiffening binding modes occur; at physiological salt levels (150--200 mM NaCl) only compaction by bending appeared to occur, and at high salt (300 mM NaCl) no evidence of binding at all was observed.

Higher HU concentration during binding or lower salt increase stability of HU--DNA complexes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To more precisely analyze the kinetics of dissociation of HU from DNA we carried out further kinetic experiments. After allowing HU to bind to DNA at given HU and NaCl concentrations, the HU--DNA complex was held by ∼2 pN force and washed with protein-free buffer to permit dissociation. HU--DNA extension was taken as an indicator of the dissociation process which was continuously monitored, and the point at which the extension returned 90% of the way back to the initial naked DNA level (*t*~0.9~, see 'Materials and Methods' section) was used to measure the complex lifetime. Dissociation experiments were carried out at low forces (∼0.1 pN) both to maximize the extension change to facilitate quantitative measurements, and to avoid perturbing the kinetics using applied force (see below).

In 40 mM NaCl buffer, with \<0.1 pN holding force, the extension of HU--DNA complexes which formed in high HU concentration did not return to that of naked λ DNA after washing. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A shows an experiment for a complex formed at 100 nM HU which remained stable at 0.1 pN after 320 min. In general, we found that the 40 mM NaCl HU--DNA complexes were essentially stable for many hours and we were not able to measure *t*~0.9~ values for them. Figure 4.Dissociation monitored via change in extension and dissociation lifetimes (*t*~0.9~). Straight lines in (**A)**, (**B**), (**C**) indicate the 90% extension point *L*~0.9~ used to determine *t*~0.9~. (**A**) Incomplete dissociation in 40 mM NaCl buffer after replacement of HU solution with protein-free buffer. For example, a tether formed at 100 nM HU (i.e. initial concentration) remained stable at 0.1 pN after 320 min. (**B**) Slow dissociation in 100 mM NaCl buffer. *t*~0.9~ was 200 min for the HU--DNA complexes formed at 250 nM and 850 min for 500 nM. In the first 12 min, the decrease in the extension curve of 250 nM indicated the dissolution of rigid filaments. HU--DNA complex lifetimes became longer as the initial HU concentration increased. (**C**) Fast dissociation in 150 mM NaCl buffer. The *t*~0.9~ was 50 min for the HU--DNA complexes formed at 250 nM HU and 330 min for 500 nM, which were both shorter than the corresponding *t*~0.9~ values in 100 mM NaCl. (**D**) *t*~0.9~ determined from time courses, plotted for reversible binding in 100, 150 and 200 mM NaCl buffers. *t*~0.9~ values increase as HU concentration during binding is increased and as salt concentration is decreased. Each data point shows an average of three to five separate experiments. Taking 375 nM HU for example, *t*~0.9~ was 8 ± 1 (SEM) min for 200 mM NaCl, 150 ± 30 min for 150 mM and 350 ± 30 min for 100 mM. *t*~0.9~ data for different salt concentrations showed a roughly exponential dependence on HU concentration during binding; straight lines show exponential fits.

By contrast, in similar experiments carried out with 100 mM NaCl, the extensions increased gradually towards the length of naked λ DNA after washing ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). For complexes formed with more than 250 nM HU, we observed that the extension first decreased to a minimum value before increasing towards the naked DNA extension, indicating that the rigid filament behavior was lost first, followed by removal of flexible hinge bends. This non-monotonic kinetic behavior recapitulated the behavior seen in the equilibrium binding curves of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, where flexible hinges and rigid filaments formed subsequently as HU concentration was increased.

For similar experiments on HU--DNA complexes formed in 150 and 200 mM NaCl, we observed that extension always increased monotonically to the naked DNA length ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C). This behavior was consistent with the observation of flexible hinge behavior only in HU solution ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C) at these salt concentrations.

Larger HU concentration during binding or lower salt concentration increase dissociation lifetimes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the dissociation time courses at 0.1 pN discussed above we measured 90% lifetimes of HU dissociation to protein-free buffer (*t*~0.9~). We note that in general the extension versus time showed quite complex (non-monotonic) dynamics, so fitting the decays to exponentials or extraction of first-order lifetimes was not possible. On the other hand the measurement of the 90% point was well past the level of HU binding where the transition from stiffening to bending mode binding occurred, providing a robust measure of the time required for the dissociation process.

The *t*~0.9~ values increased with the concentration of HU that was used to form the complexes. As mentioned above, lifetime values could not be measured for 40 mM NaCl as the complexes were stable. By contrast, in 100 mM NaCl, dissociation occurred and we were able to measure lifetimes as a function of concentration; for example *t*~0.9~ was 200 min for the HU--λ DNA complex formed at 250 nM, while *t*~0.9~ was 850 min for 500 nM HU (see time courses in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). As HU concentration during binding was increased, the time required for dissociation to protein-free buffer increased.

As salt concentration was increased, dissociation occurred more rapidly. For 150 mM example time courses shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C the *t*~0.9~ was 50 min for complexes formed at 250 nM HU, and 330 min for 500 nM HU complexes.

A series of experiments of the type shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B and C were carried out for 100, 150 and 200 mM NaCl buffers to obtain three to six measurements per HU concentration used. The resulting *t*~0.9~ values were averaged; the results are shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D. The trends of longer lifetimes for higher HU concentration during binding, and longer lifetimes for lower salt concentrations mentioned above are strong; note that a logarithmic *t*~0.9~ scale is used in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, and that there is roughly an exponential dependence of the complex lifetimes on initial HU concentration (regression coefficients of the exponential fits in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D were = 0.83, 0.94, 0.75, respectively). There is a similar strong dependence of lifetime on decreasing salt concentration. We note that the 100 mM NaCl data points for more than 500 nM HU correspond to many hour-long complex dissociation times. We also note that for each salt concentration there was an HU concentration below which *t*~0.9~ became too short to measure reliably because the dissociation was nearly completed during the ∼60 s exchange of buffer.

Binding mode selection in K-glutamate buffer is similar to NaCl buffer
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Some proteins are known to bind differently to DNA in buffers based on the more physiological salt K-glutamate ([@B52]) than in buffers containing NaCl or KCl. To examine this possibility for HU, we performed association and dissociation experiments in K-glutamate buffer. Bimodal binding was observed in 100 mM K-glutamate ([Supplementary Figure S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq435/DC1)), similar to 100 mM NaCl buffer, with the small difference that the maximum compaction is nearer to 100 nM HU instead of 50 nM. Monotonic binding was obtained in 150 mM K-glutamate ([Supplementary Figure S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq435/DC1)). In dissociation kinetics experiments, the *t*~0.9~ for 500 nM HU in 150 mM K-glutamate buffer was observed to be very similar to 500 nM HU in 150 NaCl buffer ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq435/DC1)).

Increased DNA tension accelerates dissociation
----------------------------------------------

Given the results for *t*~0.9~ ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D) shown for 0.1 pN applied force, we wanted to determine whether higher forces would significantly change the dissociation kinetics; this is theoretically expected since applied tension should increase the free energy penalty of binding a DNA-bending protein due to the force-extension work associated with reduction of overall complex extension ([@B39],[@B40]). We carried out experiments similar to those shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, but at a higher force of 0.3 pN. Example time courses for corresponding experiments done with 150 nM and 250 nM HU during binding, but with 0.1 and 0.3 pN tension during dissociation are shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A (all for 150 mM NaCl). As can be seen, the dissociation time course is faster for the higher force. Figure 5.Force effects on *t*~0.9~ in 150 mM NaCl buffer. (**A**) Example dissociation time courses under different forces. As exemplified by 250 nM initial HU, the *t*~0.9~ was 51 min at 0.1 pN, but 6.8 min at 0.3 pN. Straight lines are *L*~0.9~ values. (**B**) Dependence of *t*~0.9~ values on the force and the initial HU concentration. For instance, the average *t*~0.9~ for 250 nM HU was 68 ± 13 min at 0.1 pN, 6.5 ± 0.2 min at 0.3 pN. Each data point represents three to six experimental measurements. Linear fits were performed for the logarithmic values of *t*~0.9~ values.

A series of such experiments were carried out for 150 mM NaCl to obtain averaged results as shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B. Similar to [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, dissociation lifetimes were spread over a wide range as a function of HU concentration during binding (the exponential fits shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B for 0.1 and 0.3 pN have = 0.95, 0.92, respectively). Complexes held at a force of 0.3 pN shared a lifetime *t*~0.9~ less than one-third of that observed for 0.1 pN, over the entire concentration range studied (shift between different force data in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B).

DISCUSSION
==========

DNA stiffening and then DNA bending are sequentially eliminated by increasing salt
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have used single-DNA stretching methods to monitor HU--DNA interactions, and have shown that varying salt concentration over a relatively narrow range has a dramatic effect on the qualitative nature of HU--DNA interactions. At low salt (40 mM and 100 mM NaCl and 100 mM K-glutamate) we recover previous observations ([@B13],[@B32]) of HU concentration-dependent binding modes: at low HU concentration we observe DNA compaction by flexible bends formed along DNA, while at higher HU concentrations we observe stiffening of the double helix.

However, increasing salt concentration just 50 mM further to 150 mM eliminates the stiffening-mode binding; in this new 'unimodal' regime, only DNA-bending-driven compaction is observed ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Supplementary Figure S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq435/DC1)). Unimodal DNA-bending HU binding is seen also for 200 mM NaCl, and then at 300 mM NaCl, no evidence of binding at all is observed, consistent with HU being a basic protein which interacts with DNA in part via electrostatic interactions which are weakened (screened) by higher salt concentrations ([@B53]). We therefore find a dramatic effect of increasing salt concentration on mode and stability of HU--DNA interactions. Noting that cytoplasmic K^+^ in *E. coli* is thought to be relatively variable, around 200 mM for ambient growth but can extend up to 800 mM under conditions of osmotic stress ([@B38]), our results are potentially important for understanding how HU binds DNA *in vivo*. On the face of it, our results suggest that *in vivo*, HU is likely only to bend DNA. However, we note that *in vivo* other factors including macromolecular crowding may well play a role in controlling HU binding to DNA, so one must be cautious when drawing conclusions concerning *in vivo* binding from *in vitro* experiments.

HU--DNA complex dissociation kinetics depend sensitively on salt concentration
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that we could observe systematic shifts in force-extension curves for HU--DNA complexes as a function of HU concentration, we used those shifts to monitor unbinding of HU from DNA in experiments where the initial HU solution was washed away and replaced with protein-free buffer ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the low-salt 40 mM NaCl case we reproduced previous reports ([@B12],[@B13],[@B31],[@B32]) of slow or stalled dissociation kinetics. However, for larger salt concentrations (100 mM and higher) we observed gradual dissociation of the HU--DNA complexes, eventually observing the return of their elasticity back to that of naked DNA. The dissociation kinetics became more rapid with increasing salt concentration ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D), again attributable to the electrostatic component of HU binding to DNA. We have observed similar strong effects of salt concentration on dissociation kinetics in experiments with the N-terminal DNA-binding domain of λ-integrase (Int-DBD), and we expect this to be a general feature of DNA-binding proteins. Previous studies have shown that addition of competitor DNA in the washing buffer greatly accelerates the dissociation of HU from DNA ([@B12],[@B31]), suggesting that exchange kinetics is faster than dissociation kinetics.

We find that for the 100 mM NaCl case, the dissociation kinetics of the DNA-stiffened complexes are non-monotonic, proceeding by compaction followed by decompaction. This most likely reflects that HU initially bound in 'DNA-stiffening-decompacting' mode converts to 'DNA-bending-compacting' mode as dissociation proceeds.

On rates versus off-rates for non-specific binding of proteins to large DNA molecules
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We note that the off-kinetics for the large DNA molecules that we have studied are most likely not indicative of the microscopic off-rates for individual proteins from short DNA, but instead reflect the lifetime of arrays of proteins bound along a DNA molecule. This can be seen by considering the apparent *K*~d~ for non-specific binding that one would infer from the halfway point of the shift of the force-extension curves between the naked and saturated binding limits. As an example consider the 150 mM NaCl case where unimodal binding is observed ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and 3C); the force curve is halfway shifted near 250 nM HU, providing an estimate for the non-specific *K*~d~ (roughly analogous to a gel-shift estimate). The complex dissociation time for this case ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D, point for 150 mM NaCl and 250 nM HU) is ∼60 min. In our experiments we see no delay in formation of complexes when we flow in HU; the 'on-time' for complex formation is appreciably less than one minute.

This reveals a paradox: on and off rates should be balanced for this case, since according to the titration data ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and 3C) it is at the apparent non-specific *K*~d~. A possible resolution of this paradox is that there is quite strong binding cooperativity of clusters of HU on long DNAs, allowing rapid formation followed by strong stabilization of the bound complexes. Evidence for cooperativity of HU binding has been reported using FRET techniques even at HU:DNA molar ratios near 1:1 ([@B12]). We are developing single-DNA-based tools for determination of binding cooperativity of DNA-bending proteins to test this hypothesis. On top of this there may be appreciable sequence-dependence of affinities and kinetics of HU--DNA binding and unbinding. We are studying other proteins to determine the generality of the 'on-off paradox'; we have already reported similar effects for HMG box proteins ([@B32]) as well as for the *E. coli* nucleoid protein Fis ([@B54]).

Low-salt conditions 'freeze' HU on DNA
--------------------------------------

The strong increase of complex lifetimes with decreasing NaCl concentrations ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D) leads to the phenomenon that at moderately low NaCl concentration (40 mM), dissociation of HU from DNA to protein-free solution can no longer be observed on experimentally observable time scales ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A), in accord with previous reports ([@B32]). This 'frozen' low-salt regime is consistent with the formation of discrete complexes in native gels only under very low salt concentrations ([@B26],[@B37]). This illustrates an important feature of the single-DNA approach: protein--DNA interactions can be monitored under conditions where complexes are in dynamic chemical equilibrium on relatively short time scales.

HU--DNA complexes display 'memory' of the HU concentration at which they formed
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D shows that the lifetimes of the HU--DNA complexes depend strongly on the HU concentration at the time the complexes were formed. While this seems intuitively reasonable, it also makes clear that the dissociation process is not simply related to a microscopic off-rate: if the proteins in an HU--DNA complex were to independently dissociate, the complex lifetimes would all be nearly the same (and comparable to the inverse of that off-rate). Instead, the lifetimes strongly depend on the HU--DNA structures established at the time of binding. In effect, the complexes have a 'memory' of the initial HU solution conditions.

Force destabilizes HU--DNA complexes
------------------------------------

We have demonstrated that force can drive unbinding of HU from DNA, and therefore affects the binding affinity. This has been theoretically suggested ([@B40],[@B55]) on the grounds that applied force causes a free energy cost due to the compaction of DNA by DNA-bending proteins, but this effect was not previously demonstrated (note that a number of experiments have demonstrated destabilization of loops formed by DNA-binding proteins, but not actual unbinding of protein from DNA). Our data ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B) indicate that the dissociation rates of HU--DNA complexes in physiological 150 mM NaCl buffer depend rather sensitively on force: a shift of force from 0.1 to 0.3 pN generates a roughly three-fold reduction in HU--DNA complex lifetime. The dependence of dissociation rate on force can most simply be understood in terms of the reduction in stability of the bound state relative to the transition state for protein release, i.e. a reduction in the free energy barrier for the dissociation process ([@B41]).

Given that this level of force is significantly below forces generated in DNA during its transcription ([@B56]) and replication ([@B57]), forces generated in DNA *in vivo* can modify patterns of binding of HU; similar effects are likely for other DNA-bending proteins. Since HU is both a structural and gene-regulatory protein, forces along DNA in the cell can remodel the bacterial chromosome and alter gene expression.
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